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Note.-Ferraniacolor Reversal Film is sold without processing rights.
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the manufacturers of the Processing Kits, can undertake processi ng. The
film cannot be returned to Ferrania in Italy for processing.
This booklet is issued by Neville Brown & Co. Ltd., London, W . 1
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INTRODUCTION

This booklet is based partly on the makers' official instructions and
partly on a number of independent tests which the writer has recently
made with Ferraniacolor Reversal film in this country. He has tried to
pass on to others not only the bare detai Is of how to expose and process
the film but also a few words of explanation, advice and caution, based on
his own experiences (and mistakes !). He hopes in this way to help those
who, like himself, will start with little or no experience of the film, and
is confident that they will not be disappointed with their results.
The writer has no intention of preaching to the converted and knows
that there are many experienced colour wor kers who will need little
e ncou ragement to try a new colour film. He would, however, like to
add a few words for the benefit of the less experienced-particularly
for those who have not yet tackled colour work.
Many otherwise enthusiastic amateurs-who think nothing of developing ordinary films or of making enlargements-seem to be a little afraid of
colour. They feel that exposing the film is a job for the expert and that
processing is likely to be a long and complicated business full of traps
and pitfalls.
This is certainly not true of Ferraniacolor. There is no reason why
anyone who is familiar with ordinary tank development should have any
difficulty with the processing. Half the time the film is sitting under the
tap washing and the actual proce~sing is no more difficult than, say,
developing two films one after the other in different developers.
Neither is exposure as difficult as it sounds. It is true that exposures
must be accurate-more accurate than for ordinary negatives-but this
is not a serious problem if the photographer will on ly be patient and
concentrate on the easier subjects first. As pointed out in the section
on Exposure, a simple exposure table or calculator is very reliable for
the majority of straightforward shots in good light.
A final word : Don't imagine when processing your first film that
everything is just waiting to go wrong. If you work carefully and cleanly
and follow the instructions step by step, you will have nothing to worry
about. Ferraniacolor is a very good-tempered film and will not let you
down without quite a lot of provocation.
The Ferraniacolor film we are discussing is a reversal material (i.e.,
produces positive transparencies by direct processing) and is of the "subtractive" type-as distinct from the "additive" type of colour film
which employs a coloured reseau or screen.
·
It is available as No. 120 size roll film and for 35 mm. film for miniature
cameras.
The only type at present available is for use in Daylight and must not
be used in artificial light or" mixed" lighting. It may, of course, be used
in conjunction with blue daylight flash-bulbs such as Phi lips PF25/97,
PF60/97, etc.
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THE CAMERA

Broadly speaking, any camera with a good quality anastigmat lens can
be used to expose Ferraniacolor Film. Some modern cameras are fitted
with lenses specially corrected for colour work and these are, of course,
an advantage. Good results can, however, be obtained without this
r efinement.
As will be seen from the Exposure Table on page 8, the maximum lens
aperture should be at least f/6.3-ot herwise the photographer will be
restricted to making exposures only in the brightest light. An aperture
of f/3.5 will allow snapshot exposures in any reasonable light and f/4.5 is
satisfactory for most purposes.
It is important that the camera shutter should be re liable and reasonably
accurate.
Box cameras and other s imple cameras of a similar type are not suitable
for exposi ng Ferraniacolor Film.
LENS

HOOD

When taking colou r photographs a lens hood is almost a necessity
and shou ld be used whenever possible.
LOADING THE CAMERA

The film shou ld be loaded into the camera in e xactly the same way as
an ordinary black-and-white film. Particular care sho uld be taken to
load and unload fi lms in a shady place.
In the case of roll films do not unwind more of the backing pape r
than is strictly necessary and roll them up tightly afte r exposure before
seali ng. Try to avoid any possibility of light fog s ince this may cause bad
co lour rendering as well as unsightly white (transparent) areas on the
finished results. Both t he roll and 35-mm. films are packed in light-tight
a lumin iu m cont ainers and should be returned to these . immediately after
being taken from the camera.
The roll film has the usual numbering system and is of standard length .
It may be used in cameras taking 8, 12 or 16 exposures on the usual 120
size roll fi lm.
The 35-mm. film is su pplied in metal cassettes and is t rim med and
numbered in the usual way. T he films are nominally 20 exposure lengths
but are, in fact, longer than this. The films used by the writer we re
numbered up to 23 exposures and, using a Contax camera, 24 or even 25
transparencies could be obtained.
FILTERS

The makers do not recommend filters and indeed state that they a r e
unnecessary. In really brilliant dry summer weather this is so, but there
are occasions in colou r photography when the skilful use of certain special
filters can gre atly improve the results. The word " special " is stressed
because the filters normally used for black-and-white photog ra phy (with
the exception of the colourless ultra-violet filters) are not suitable and
must not be used.
Filters can be used for the following reasons : (1) To correct the colour balance of a film when using it in light
other than that for which is was designed.
(2) To reduce the effect of excessive or scatter ed ultra-violet light,
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Colour photographs taken near the sea (or othe r large expanses of
water (or at high altitudes are sometimes marr ed by an ove rall blue or
violet colour. This is due to ultra-violet lig ht w hich, alt houg h invisible
to the eye, is recorded on the film as a visible blue co lour. A colou rless
ultra-violet or " haze" filter will prevent this without affecting the
exposure or the rendering of other colours. See also below.
(3) To give more pleasing results when taking c olour photographs
in cloudy weather or shade.
When colour photographs are taken in cloudy weather or i n shade
there is always a tendency for the results to show a rat he r " co ld " (overblue) renderi ng of colour. This is because the light in these circumstances
is itself colder (more blue) than direct sunlight. In such cases an ultraviolet filter may help to some extent but a very pale st raw-coloured
filter is more effective.
The w riter has experimented with the Kodak Wratt en filters 81, 81 A
and 81 B and has found the 81A filter most suitable for gene ral useboth for cutting down excessive ultra-violet light a nd for obtaining a
warmer rendering of colour in cloudy weat he r o r in shade. 81 has a
useful but less marked effect and 81 B gives a war mer rendering t han 81 A.
Incidentall y-opinions differ considerably on the question of filters and
what is a pleasing rendering of colour. T he writer has give n his
experiences as a guide but anyon e contemplating t he use of these o r
simi lar filters is strongly advised to make a few test exposures so t hat he
can judge for himself.
Most filter manufacturers supply colou rless ultra-violet fi lte r s (e .g.,
Johnson OXV, llford " Q," Kodak Wratten No. 1) ; t he Wratte n 81, 81A
and 81 B filters are obtainable from Messrs. Kodak.
The llford and Kodak filters can be supplied unmounted (as gelatine
sheet} or mounted between optical glass to fit standard fi lte r-ho lders .
Gelatine filters are very effective and cheap but must be treated w ith
great care to avoid dust and scratches. They can be cut to size and used
i n filter-holders or held in place by (say) adhes ive tape eithe r in front of
or behind the lens. The mounted filters are, of course, more expensive
but are more robust and can be cleaned without fear of damage. The y
are a worth-while investment for anyone se r iously interested in colour
photography.

EXPOSURE
The s peed ratings and exposures recommended in the leaflet s upplied
w ith Ferraniacolor Film are based on weathe r conditio ns in Italy, the
South of France, Switzerland, etc. They will apply in t his country only
on the rather rare occasions when the sky is really clea r a nd b lue and
t he sun is completely unobscured by haze. In average su mme r weather
in this country, particularly in the vicinity of large towns, t he light i nt ensit y
is usually re duced by haze and the exposu res recom mended sh ou ld be
increased slightly to allow for this. If fl ying into London Ai rpo rt from th e
Continent on a bright s ummer's day on e can clearly see a heavy smoke
haze over London, which starts as fa r down t he river as T ilbury and is
still present as far west as London Airpo rt.
The writer, wor king in suburban London, has obtained t he best results
by rating the film 2° B.S. lower t han the makers' recommendatio n, i.e ., at22' B.S.
12 A.S.A.
10 Westo n.
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EXPOSURE TABLES AND CALCULATORS
Exposure Tables and Calculators, provided that they are designed for
the e x posure of reversal materials, are more reliable for exposing colou r
films than is generally r ealised-particu larly in sunny weather. This means
that if the photographer is wi ll ing to confine his activities to bright su nny
weather and fairly straightforward subjects, exposure ceases to be a serious
problem . This is, incidentally, no great hardship since very many of the
best subjects for colour are covered by this description.
The w riter stresses this point because the exposure of colour film has
the undeserved reputation of being a very difficult business. It is rather
natural for the beginner to think that a simple exposure table although
" better than nothing" is a very poor substitu te for an expensive meter.
T he truth of the matter is th at in sunny weather w ith the sun more or
less behind the camera (so-called frontal lighting), a simple exposure table
or calculator if used carefully is quite as reliable as a meter. Of course,
there are ways of using a meter which will give very consistent results
but these require experience-see page 9.
The writer has worked out the table below for use w ith Ferraniacolor
Film in this country and has obtained very consistent results when using
it. It applies during the brightest hours of the day thr oughout the
summer-i.e. :
May, June, July
8 a.m. to 6 p.m . Summe r Time
April, August
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Summer Time
March, September
10 a.m. to 4 p.m . Summer Tim e
For further information the reader is referred to the Johnson Photographic Yearbook. This publication contains a calculator which can be
used to expose reversal colour films and is provided with detailed light
tables for all ti mes of the year.

Frontal Lighting
Weather
Conditions

Light or
open
subjects

I

Average
I subjects

Dark
subjects

C lea r Sun

1/50 sec.
at f/8

1/ 50 sec.
between
f/5.6 and
f/8

Hazy sun
(weak
shadows)

1/50 sec.
at f/5.6

Cloudy but
bright

1/25 sec.
at f/ 5.6

I

Subjects
in light
(or open)
shade

I

Side or
I lighting
back
I

1/ 50 sec.
at f/5.6

1 /25 sec.
at f/3.5

1 /SO sec.
between
f/4 and
f/5.6

1/50 sec.
between
f/4 and
f/5.6

1/25 sec.
at f/ 5.6

1 /25 sec.
at f/2.8

1 /25 sec.
between
f/4 and
f/5.6

1/25 sec.
between
f/4 and
f/5.6

1/25 sec.
at f/4

--

--
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
Clear Sun. The sun is shining unobscured by cloud o r mist and
casts strong shadows. T he sky may be clear or there may be fight clouds
provided that they do not obscure the sun's rays.
Hazy Sun. The fight is reduced by haze or fight clouds but the suns'
disc is visible and the light is sufficient to cast weak shadows.
Cloudy but bright. The sun is covered by wh ite clouds or mist.
Its approximate position can be seen as a bright area i n the sky. Conditions are generally bright but the sun does not cast shadows.
Frontal Lighting. The sun is more or fess behind the camera (as
distinct from side or back lighting). Classify subjects as average un less
th ey obviously fall into one of the followi ng groups :
Light Subjects. Subjects of light tone, open scenes and landscapes,
groups or full length portraits of persons i n fig ht clothes, etc.
Dark subjects. Subjects of dark general tone, close-u ps of dark
animals , dark foliage, etc.
Light Shade. The subject is shaded from direct light from the sun
but is illuminated by light reflected from at least half of the sky.
EXPOSURE METERS
In order to understand the problems involved in exposing Fe rraniacolor film it must be realised that for reversal materials exposure depends
on the brightness of the brightest highlight that the photograp her wishes
to record and not, as with ordinary negative materials, on the depth of
the deepest shadow.
Undoubtedly the best way of determining exposure for reversal
materials is to use one of the instruments intended for use in this way.
These include photometers, which can be used to measure the brig htness
of any chosen highlight area, and the so-called highlight mete rs. H igh light
meters are directed towards the light rather than the subject and give a
direct readi ng of the exposure requ ired for the correct rendering of a
white highlight.
Normal photo-electric meters can be used successfully but only if it
is realised that the methods used for exposing ordinary negative materials
are often unsuitable. This applies in particular to the practice of taking
general meter readings from the camera position- a practice whic h is
apt to give erratic results at the be st of ti mes. Some manufacturers
supply special instructions for using thei r meters to expose reversal
materials, and these should be carefully followed.
One of the best ways of using a photo-electric meter, particularly fo r
c lose-up subjects, is to base the exposu r e on the reading taken from a
white (or grey) card illuminated in the same way as the subj ect.
The way to go about this it to choose a good clear sunny day and to
place a sheet of card, of sufficient area to enable a close-up read ing t6 be
taken, in fu ll sunlight and at right angles to the sun's rays . A meter
reading is then taken from the card and this reading is used to set the
meter in the usual manner. The next step is to find a co r rection factor
which, when applied to the "exposu r e" indicated by t he meter, will
give the camera exposure known to be correct fo r fronta l lighting with
clear sun, i.e., 1/50 sec. between f/5.6 and f/8. It wi ll usually be somewhere
between 5 and 10.
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Having found the correction factor all that has to be done on any other
occasion is to place the piece of card in the same general lighting as the
subject to be photographed. A meter reading is then taken from it and
t he correct camera exposur e found by multiplying the r eading by the
correction factor already determined.
A grey card can be used if the light reflected from a white card is too
strong to give a suitable meter reading in full sun-provided that it is
also used subsequently. By manipu lating the speed setting scale of the
meter a convenient factor of (say) 5 or 10 can be arranged and this makes
the accurate determination of exposure a very simple matter.
A FEW HINTS
Finally, here are just a few hints about what to take wit h Ferraniacolor
Film and when to take it :
(1) Straightforward shots in clear or hazy sunshine with the sun more
or less behind the camera are the best to start with. Not only are these
likely to give the most pleasing results but they are the easiest from the
point of view of exposure-which is half the batt le.
(2) Soft, rather flat , lighting is best. Avoid strong contrasts of light
and shade. If both glaring highlights and deep shadows are included in
the same picture, at least one or the other wi ll suffer. You will get
chalky "burnt out " highlights or clogge d-up shadows with bad colour
rendering (or both) . It is, of course, possible to obtain very effective
pictures using more dramatic types of lighting but they are rather tricky
and the exposure has to be just right.
(3) Don 't, if you can avoid it, take colo u r photographs in dull, cloudy
weather. The exposure is more difficult to estimate (the chief danger
being under-exposure) and the results, even with correct exposure, are
often disappointing. If you must work in these conditions, use an ultraviolet filter or one of the pale straw-coloured filters ment ioned on page 6.
(4) Don 't worry if you cannot find su bjects with masses of brigh t
colour. Subjects of t his sort are often less effective than simpler and
more subdued subjects. Many people are so used to colour in everyday
life that they hardly notice it until they are shown colour photographs.
(5) Try to take s ubjects with fairly broad masses of colour rather
than a lot of small fussy patches. For example, a close-up of a few flowers
or even of a single flower will often make a better picture than a whole
flower-bed.
(6) When taking colour photographs of the sea be careful not to
under-expose, and , if possible, use an ultra-violet filter. In this way you
will avoid unnatural brig ht blue rendering of sea and sky wh ich so often
spoils colour photographs of th is sort.
(7) Very pleasing colour photographs can be taken by evening sunlight.
The light is softer and much warmer (more yellow) than du ring the middle
hours of the day. Unfortunately exposure is rather t ricky.
(8) Be careful about focusing. With colour film t he photographe r is
usually forced to work at rather larger apertu res and the depth of field
is thus limited . Bl urred, out-of-focus effects show up very clearly and
will spoil an otherwise good picture by destroying the finer details and
t he more delicate gradations of colour. For the same reason camera
shake is even more objectionable than in the case of black-and-white and
the use of a tripod correspondingly desirable.
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THE PROCESSING OUTFIT
The Johnson Ferraniacolor Processing O utfit consists of chemicals to
make 600 ccs. (21 ozs.) of each of five solutions. It is packed in two
separate parts, a nd to process a Ferraniacolo r film it is necessary to
purchase both of these.
PART 1.

Contairs the First Developer and Colour Developer.
These developers do not keep we ll in solution fo rm and
must not be stored for longe r t han 2 days . They can be
used to process two No. 20 size roll films or three 20 exp.
35 mm. films , if these are developed within two days.

PART 2.

Contains the Hardener, Bleach and Fixer. These
solutions keep well in stoppered bott les, and may be used
to process six No. 20 size roll fi lms or nine 20 exp . 35 mm.
films.

]

Hence, although the Hardener, Bleach a nd Fixer contained in Part 2
may be retained fo r furt her use, a fresh Part 1 Outfit must be obtained
for each su bsequent film unless two roll films (or three 35 mm . films) can
be developed within two days of preparing the solutions.

*
*
*
*
*

PREPARING THE SOLUTIONS
Distilled water is not necessary, but may be used if avai labl e.
Cold or luke-warm water should be used. Do not use hot water.
Pre pare the solutions in glass, plastic, new ename l or stain less steel
vessels. Do not use vessels made of iro n, galvanised iron, zinc,
aluminium or other metals.
Allow all solutions to settle for (say) half an hour and filter them before
use. A small wad of cotton wool in a glass or plasti c fu nnel may be
used if filter papers are not available.
Fo llow the instructions carefully. Take particular care not to cont aminate th e solutions by using measures, e tc., which have not been
properly washed.
The coloured labels with which the packets are marked can with
advantage be stuck on the bottles of solution one by one as t hey are
prepar ed .
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P ART 1.

FIRST DEVE LOPER. This consists of two packets (A and B}
in t he u pper part of t he tin.

Dissolve t he contents of the larger packet (B) in about 500 ccs.
(or 20 o zs.) of cold or luke-warm water. Then dissolve the
contents of t he smaller packet (A). Make up the total volume
to 600 ccs. (21 ozs.) with water.

(See note at foot of page) . This
consists of t hree packets (C, D and E) in the lower part of
the tin. Prepare two separate solutions as follows :-

COLOU R D EV EL OPE R.

Solution I : Dissolve the conte nts of packet E in 250 ccs. (or
10 ozs.) of cold or luke-warm water.
Solution II : Dissolve the contents of packets C and D in
another 250 ccs. (or 10 ozs.) of cold water.
Then, while stirring Solution I, gradually add Solution II to it.
Make up the total volume to 600 ccs . (21 ozs.) with water.

PART 2.

This

consists

of

three packets labelled HARDE N ER,
In each case dissolve the contents
of the a ppropriate packet in SOO ccs. (or 20 ozs.) of water and
make u p to a total volume of 600 ccs . (21 ozs.). Stir the water
briskly and add the chemicals gradually, stirring until completely dissolved.

BLEACH and FIX ER.

After filtration, pour the solutions into bottles, stopper them
tightly, label t hem clearly, and store t he m away from light.

WARN I N G

The Colour Developer contains a compound of paraphenylene-diamine,
which in certain persons may produce a form of skin irritation. Persons
who are sensitive to chemicals of this kind should take precautions to
avoid contact with the developer, by using r u bber gloves. In all cases
when the skin has been in contact with the solution rinse well in clean
water, preferably made acid with a few drops of hydrochlyric o r acetic
acid, before using soap.
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PROCESSING
Providing that the instructions on pages 11 and 12 are carefully followed,
anyone who is familiar with ordinary negative development should be
able to process Ferraniacolor film successfully. Briefly, there are three
stages : (1) Development in a special black-and-white type of developer
and washing-both to be carried out in darkness ; (2) Second Exposure,
in which the film is removed from the film-ho lder, exposed to artificial
light, and then replaced ; (3) Hardening, Bleaching and Fixing (with
intermediate washes), which can be carried out in ordinary artificial light.
RECOMMENDED TANKS
The tank specially recommended for processing Ferraniacolor film is
the Johnson or Nebro Universal Tank-fitted with the " Roto-Feed "
device. Using this tank, replacement of the wet film in the spiral after
the Second Exposure is quite easy, particularly if car ried out in a bowl of
water. The J-20 tank has been successfully used for processing roll films,
but the film must, in this case, be replaced in the spiral under water.
Small tanks holding less than about 10 ozs. of solution, are not recommended.
AGITAT I ON
All processing times refer to " occasional agitation," i.e., about 10
seconds fairly vigorous agitation each minute.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Accurate temperature control 1s important , particu larly d uring First
Development and Colour Development. Use a reliable thermometer,
check the temperature of solutions just before use, and, if necessary, stand
the tank in a bowl of water to maintain it.
The temperature of the Hardener, Bleach and Fixer is less critical, but
should be approximate ly the same as the developers.
WASHING
Careful and thorough washing is essential to the success of the processing. The film may be washed in the tank in the usual way, but a fairly
rapid (not violent) stream of water should be used. Occasionally ta ke
the tank from under the tap, empty it and repl ace it-to ensure a complete
change of water. This is recommended particularly during the 20-minute
washes following First Development, Colour Development and Fixing.

WARNING
The chemicals included in this Outfit are specially prepared to t he
official Ferrania formulae and other chemicals should not be used. This
warning includes the Hardener and Fixer, since ordinary commercial
hardeners and fixers are not suitable.
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PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS.
IN TOTAL DARKNESS

No.

I

STAGE

TIME

-

LOAD TANK

-

NOTE S
Load t he .fil m into the developing tan k in the us ual manner.
Be part icularly careful not to
touch the emulsion or mark
the surface in any way.

1

FIRST
DEVELOPMENT

20 mi ns.
at 65°F.

Occasional agitation.

2

WASH . . .

...

20 mins.

Wash thorough ly as recommended on page 13.
DO NOT REMOVE THE LID
OF THE TANK UNTIL WASHING IS COMPLETE.

J

I

SECOND EXPOSURE.

Remove the lid of the tank and carefully wit hdraw the film from the
sp iral. Attach film cl ips to both en ds.
Expose each side of the film to light for about 11 mins. The fil m
should be held extended by means of t he clips and moved backwards and
forwards about 1 foot from a 100-wat t pearl bu lb o r 21 fe et from a N o. 1
Photoflood lamp.
DO NOT EXPOSE TO DAYLIGHT OR FLUORESCENT LA MPS .
At this stage the photographs will be seen as ord inary b lack negatives
against the grey-white background of undevel oped emu lsion . T he
a ppearance of t hese gives an indication of the accu racy of the original
ex posure.
After exposure, replace the film in the fi lm- holder of the tank. This
can be done most easily and with the least risk of damage by using a
Johnson or Nebro " Rote-Feed " Universal Tank held under the surface
of clean cold water in a washing tan k, sink or large basin. It is not
necessary to r eplace the lid of the tank.
THE REMAINING PROCESSES CAN BE C ARRIED OUT IN ORD IN ARY
ARTIFICIAL LIG HT-BUT NOT IN DAYLIGHT.
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I
I

r

No.

STAGE

TIME

NOTES

4

COLOUR
DEVELOPf1ENT

10 mi ns.
at 65°F.
(see also
page 16)

D ur ing t his process the areas
of the emulsion not affected
Fi rst
Developer
by
the
gradually darken and the
colours are formed-a lthough
they cannot yet be seen.
After development, the original
black image may still be clearly
seen against a somewhat lighter
yellowis h grey background .

5

WASH ...

...

20 mi ns.

Wash thoroughly as recommended on page 13 to remove
the Colour Developer.

6

HARDEN

...

5-8 mins.
at 65°F.

See notes on page 16.

7

WASH ...

...

5 mins.

8

BLEACH

...

10 mins.
at 65°F.

During bleaching the grey
t he
film
of
appearance
gradually dissolves away and
the back of the film becomes
green in colour.

9

WASH ...

...

5 mins .

As the yellow b leach solution
is washed away, the back of
the film becomes blue.
At t his stage t he image is
chocolate-brown on an opaque
cream backgr ound. There is
only a suggestion of the fina l
colours.

I

I

....

I

I

- - -
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-

STAGE

No.

TIME

I

NOTES

10

FIX

...

...

5-8 mins•
at 65°F.
(see also
note
below)

During fixing the blue backing
of the fil m is discharged, the
fi lm becomes transparent and
the colours appear in their
final brilliance.
Viewed from the outside of
the spiral the film appears to
darken considerably, in much
the same way as a roll of
black-and-white negatives.

11

WASH ...

...

20 mins.

Wash thoroughly to remove
the fixer as recommended on
page 13.

12

DRY

...

. ..

-

Remove the fi lm from the
spiral, attach film clips and
hang up to dry as usual. A
final rinse in water containing
a few drops of Johnson 326
Wetting Agent wi ll promote
rapid and even d r ying.
DO NOT DRY BY HEAT.

COL OUR DEV ELOPM EN T
Although 10 minutes at 65°F. is the recommended time for Colour
development, there is a certain amount of latitude depending on individual
prefere nce and the type of subject. Colour developme nt may be reduced
to 9 or even 8 minutes to reduce t he brilliance of the co lours or increased
up to 12 minutes when a more brill iant effect is required.

HARDEN ING ANO FIXING
When using fresh hardener and fixer, 5 minutes in each of these
so lutions will be found adequate. After use the times should be increased
slightly- up to 8 minutes in each solution when processing the last film
in 600 ccs. (21 ozs.).
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TRACING TROUBLES
Transparencies are pale, washed out and lacking in brilliance.
If the black borders are of normal density the fau lt is over-exposure.
This should have been noticed during the Second Exposure-the negative
images being very black and clogged-up. If the black borders a lso lack
density, the fault lies in the Colour Development.

[

Transparencies are dense, the colours are heavy and unnatural.
Usually due to under-exposure. A similar effect is produced by the use
of stale or exhausted First Developer. In both cases th e negative images
are very weak at the Second Exposure .
Film completely black. Either (a) gross under-exposure (fau lty
shutter), or (b) First Developer was complete ly inactive due to prolonged
storage, exhaustion or oxidation.
Film completely bla nk (colourless). Either (a) the fi lm was
completely fogged by exposure to light before First Development, or
(b) the Colour Developer was inactive.
One or more frames completely blank (colourless). If the
black borders and other transparencies are more or less normal this is
caused by gross over exposure (? shutte r faulty or accidentally set at
Bulb or Time).
One or more frames completely black. Either no exposure was
made or the frame was grossly under-exposed.
Irregular white areas along the edges of roll-film transpare ncies.
Film loosely or carelessly rolled. Light has reached and fogged the edges
of the film.
Irregular opaque patches on transparencies.
and/or Fixing.

Insufficie nt Bleaching

Film is sticky after processing and emulsion is soft and easily
damaged. This should not happen at normal temperatures but in hot
weather may indicate insufficient hardening.
Black band with blue edge along the edge of the film, overlapping the black borders. Insufficient First Developer to cover the
film completely in the tank.
Clear white band along one edge of the film , the edges of the
transparencies and/or the black borders being missing. Insufficient
Colour Developer to cover the film.
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500 watt
blower-cooled
projection for £25
THE latest Aldis-a blower-cooled projector ideal for colour
transparencies. Its tremendously increased illumination and extracool projection have been made possible by the latest mains
voltage Biplane projector lamp. Fitted with the new Aldis Star
4 in. f/2.8 Anastigmat lens for maximum definition over the whole
picture area. It is years ahead of every other projector in the world
:-in performance, in construction and in qualny. Complete with 2in. X 2 in. slide carrier.

£25

SOOw. Lamp (a ll voltages) £1.17.0

oo

Film carrier (fits all models) £3.10.0

Ask your usual Dealer to demonstrate
NEV 1.L LE BR 0 W N & C 0. LTD., L 0 ND 0 N, W .1
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l

Ridis
SUPER SIX
PROJECTOR

x

FOR

SLIDES

Aldis" SUPER SIX 300," complete
with 6 in . f/2.8 Aldis anastigmat
(hard-coated) le ns and 2{-in. x 2~ in.
slide carrier....
. .. £37 10 0

THE ALDI S "SUPER
SIX" has been designed to give
the finest possible projection
from 2tin. x 2! in. (6 x 6cm.)
colour and monochrome transparencies. Two models are
available :-ALDIS "SUPER
SIX/300" fitted with a 300 watt
mains voltage lamp, and the
ALDIS " SUPER SIX/750,"
fitted with 750 watt lamp and
blower for forced cooling.

e

2f'

Carrier for 2in. x 2in.
slides....

£1 17

0

Lamp, 300w.
voltages)
. ..

£1 8

6

(all
...

Aid is" SUPER SIX/750" projector
with bui lt-in blower unit, complete with 6in. f/2.8 Aid is anastig mat lens (hard-coated), and 2~ in.
X 2i in. carrier
·-- £52 10 0
Lamp , 750w.
voltages)

The name A/dis is the registered trade mark
(No. 696376) of A/dis Bros. Ltd., Birmingham.
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